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Butler 4.2: Free, best-in-class reload
alerts for Qlik Sense
All admins deserves good alerting

Hi there, time for another update from Ptarmigan Labs.
We've been quite busy over the past couple of months, with most
efforts going into Butler version 4.2, but we're also ready to share
some news about commercial offerings around the Butler family of
tools.
Highlights below with more details further down the email.

Butler 4.2 - Alerting deluxe

Commercial support for Butler

Awesome alerting when reloads fail

Yes! We're launching Butler Assist,

does not have to be expensive.
Butler 4.2 is free and gives you great
looking alert emails that
include critical data such as excerpts
from the reload log, task history and
reload task metadata.

a pre-packaged service for those
who want help getting started with
the Butler family of tools.
Fixed price, known delivery.

More info further down and at
ptarmiganlabs.com.

More...

Butler 4.2 - Alerting deluxe
Features

View all

The latest version of Butler focuses on reload alerting:

Alert emails

Templates

Rate limiting

Send emails when
reloads fail or are
stopped.

Alert emails created
from HTML templates create your own email
layout. Emojis
supported!

Set limits for how often
alert emails are sent no spamming please!

Butjer 4.2 version focuses on reload alerting.
The concept is simple:
You are responsible for a Qlik Sense Enterprise on Windows environment.
You want to be notified right away when scheduled reloads fail.
You want the alert to be comprehensive and include information that
helps you understand what caused the failure.
Bonus request: That critical reload that was stopped from the QMC - who
stopped it...?
Butler 4.2 makes it easy to set up reload failure alerts like below.
Note the script log in the email - very useful when it comes to understanding

what happened. You can even configure how many lines from both the
beginning and end of the script log that should be included in the email!
More info at butler.ptarmiganlabs.com.

Butler Assist - implementation
support
Always Open Source
The Butler family of tools for Qlik Sense have always been open source, free to

use and modify for everyone.
This is not changing.
Rather the opposite - there is a queue of interesting ideas to explore in the form
of new features and even entirely new open source tools (new members of the
Butler family!).

So what's changing?
From time to time we (Ptarmigan Labs, the company) are asked if we can assist
in setting up the Butler tools. After all, the Butler tools were created by Ptarmigan
Labs, and if someone knows how they work its us.
We very happily assist in most such cases, but so far it's been on ad-hoc basis,
which can include lots of time, effort and paperwork. Which is hard to motivate
for a job covering just a few days.
To make it as easy as possible to carry out such jobs we're creating a well
defined, pre-packaged product for this. A "Getting started with Butler" if you like.
We call it "Butler Assist".
More at ptarmiganlabs.com.

Butler Assist
Butler Assist covers the open source Butler tools.
Same features - no more, no less.
Installation, configuration and getting started in your Qlik Sense
environment.
Knowledge transfer to your team.
It's your Qlik Sense environment, so you and your team should understand
how to run and use the Butler tools.
Extensive documentation, tutorials and how-tos.
These are only available as part of Butler Assist.
Fixed price. You know in advance what you pay and what you get.

Product variants
The basic Butler assist package covers one tool from the Butler family.
Experience tells us that two days are usually what's needed to get everything in
place, carry out a couple of training sessions and make sure everything is
properly documented.
Interested in both Butler and Butler SOS?
No problem, Butler Assist scales. Add another day for each member of the Butler
family that you want set up.

Suggestions or bug reports? Open a GitHub issue!
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